Home Learning Pack
Year 4
Week Beginning 04.01.21

Home Learning Links
Oak National Academy
Oak National Academy is an online classroom and resource hub. It provides high-quality video
lessons and resources to support teachers, parents and pupils.
www.thenational.academy
BBC Bitesize
With BBC Bitesize it is easy to keep learning at home. You can access regular daily lessons in
English, maths and other core subjects.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
Phonics English Hubs
Online phonics lessons for the Letters and Sounds phonics programme.
https://www.wandleenglishhub.org.uk/lettersandsounds
World Book Online
World Book online have just made their fabulous collection of over 3,000 e-books and audiobooks
available for free for children to access at home. They have books suitable for all ages. Click on the
following link to access them.
https://worldbook.kitaboo.com/reader/worldbook/index.html?usertoken=Mjk5MzQ6MTpJUjA5M
jAxNjoyOmNsaWVudDE2OTc6MTY5NzoyMjE2Mjg4OjE6MTU4NDM4MDExMzA2Mjp1cw%3D%3D
Read Works.org
Read Works offers access to 3000+ comprehension for all age groups. Just sign up for a free
account to access fantastic texts.
https://www.readworks.org/
Beanstalk
Beanstalk website is packed with lots of interactive materials for children aged 1 to 6. They are
offering free access to all families during the COVID-19 pandemic.
https://beanstalk.co/
Tutortastic
An online platform with tutorials and videos for home learning.
https://www.tutortastic.co.uk/blog/homelearning
Education Quizzes
A series of short quizzes for children to complete related to the National Curriculum subjects. Just
select KS1 for Reception, Year 1 & Year 2 and select KS2 for Years 3-6.
https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks1/
Top Marks
A range of activities here but especially good interactive activities for maths.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/

Classroom Secrets
Classroom Secrets Kids is offering free access to everyone until the end of April 2020. The platform
is aimed at primary aged children and covers subjects such as maths, reading, grammar and
spelling. The platform is really child-friendly so that they're able to access it on their own. There
are a load of games and interactive activities from phonics to SATs
https://kids.classroomsecrets.co.uk/
National Geographic
National Geographic is a great platform for learning and it’s totally free. There are online games,
resources and competitions, too.
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/teacher-category/primary-resources/
Reading Eggs
https://readingeggs.co.uk/

Next Week at Hill West
Key Question Week 1: Where’s the seismograph? We’ve detected a sizeable, seismic shock wave!
Key Text for Linked Learning: Earth-shattering Earthquakes
Linked Learning: English, Geography
Our Geographical learning this week will be based around earthquakes. As part of our geography
work, the children will use atlases to learn about the make-up of the earth’s surface and how this
contributes to the occurrence of earthquakes. This will also help us to understand why some areas of
the world are more prone to earthquakes than others. The children will complete a case study of the
Kathmandu earthquake of April 2015 and how it affected the lives of those living in Nepal, including
the effects on economy and trade. In English, the children will begin by writing a diary entry, using
our knowledge of Earthquakes to imagine what it would be like to experience one. Towards the end
of the week the children will begin studying the non-fiction text type of non-chronological reports. In
order to become familiar with the genre, the children will study a range of reports about
Earthquakes, identifying and discussing their key features. This will be in preparation for writing our
own newspaper reports next week. In PDW, learning this week will be based around the text Dogs
Don’t do Ballet. Children will discuss what it means to be assertive and why this can sometimes by
hard. To explore this, they will create and perform role-plays.
Maths: In maths, children will be learning multiplication facts and using them to solve problems.
Science: Children will begin their topic on electricity by identifying common appliances that run on
electricity and creating a simple electrical circuit.
History: Children will explore the differences between primary and secondary sources.
Geography: See above
Computing: Children will use Garageband to explore music production.
Art: Children will explore how to show perspective using size, foreground and background
Design Technology: Children will learn the history of the seismograph and how it has helped shape
the world.
PDW / R.E: See above.
P.E: This week, children will explore individual and partner balances, identifying what skills and
balances they can perform confidently.
MFL: Children will revise the language learnt in Year 3, including numbers to ten, days of the week,
months of the year and colours.
Mini Quiz: Children will complete a quiz to consolidate their learning.

Vocabulary

Here are two words from ‘The Demon Dentist:
• Distinguish
• Unravelling
Use our vocabulary grid, a dictionary and online research to help you
deconstruct each word.

Reading

Warm up questions
1. At what time of day
did the earthquake
happen?
Morning
Lunchtime
Evening
3. How long did the
first part of the
earthquake go on for?
10 seconds
20 seconds
40 seconds

2. How many people
lived in San Francisco
at the time?
A million
Half a million
The text doesn’t
say
4. The city is described
as being:
Angry
In chaos
Shocked

More challenging questions
(go back to the start of the text now)

5. Name two types of job the people in
San Francisco may have had back in
1906. (p.8)

6. Look at the sentence on page 8 which
starts with “At 5.13am…” What clue in
this sentence tells us that the
earthquake was unexpected?
7. How do we know the earthquake was
loud? (Look for words in the text – p.8)

8. What does Police Sergeant Jesse Cook
say the earthquake was like? (p. 9)

9. Name three things that happened
across the city as a result of the
earthquake. (p.9)
10. How did people in San Francisco
react to the earthquake? (p.10)

English
Read the diary entry – what features of writing can you find?
Monday 28th January 2019
Dear Diary
If someone told me yesterday that I’d be writing this today, I’d say they were
completely mad. Totally bonkers. Off their rocker. However, in less than 24 hours,
my whole world has been turned upside down, inside out and back to front. It all
started last night…
As usual, I protested when mum suggested it was bedtime. There was no point
arguing though – it was a school night and I must have yawned about one hundred
times since supper. Reluctantly, I sloped upstairs, planning to turn my bedside light
on anyway and read my magazine secretly like I’ve done every other night this week.
While I brushed my teeth slowly, which I only do to annoy mum, I heard the rain
tapping on the bathroom window rhythmically. I’m not sure exactly when it started –
all I know is it got worse and worse.
I’m not sure what time it was exactly, but I was woken by the sounds of sheer panic
coming from downstairs. Mum was shouting and I could hear dad trying his best to
calm her down. Sitting bolt upright in bed like a jack-in-the-box, I threw off my
duvet and ran to the top of the stairs, my heart pulsating so hard in my chest I swore
it was going to burst right out at any moment. I couldn’t believe my eyes. Water.
Everywhere. The bottom few stairs had disappeared under the muddy pool which
filled the downstairs of our house. I watched, open-mouthed, as our belongings
floated before me. What on earth was happening? I began to race down the stairs
towards mum but she shouted at me stay put, telling me to go to my bedroom.
Throwing open my curtains, I peered outside at the devastation before me. Our
village looked completely unrecognisable and there was a river racing through it,
picking up rubbish, bins, even cars on the way. The rain still hadn’t stopped.
Time dragged. It felt like I was stuck in that room for an eternity. This evening
mum let me come downstairs and have a look at what was once our cosy family home.
The carpets were sodden, and tears filled my eyes as I looked around at all of our
possessions, most of which are now utterly ruined. I know they are just ‘things’ –
that’s what mum and dad keep saying – but it doesn’t feel like home anymore (and I
can tell they feel the same). I wish there was something I could do to help. There’s

nothing else to say anyway, so I suppose I’ll write again tomorrow. I’d better make
mum a bit happier tonight by going to bed without a fuss like she’s asked…

•

•

Sort the text features

Use your paragraph topics to pan and write your own diary entry
imagining you have been in an earthquake.

Geography

DT
• Research the invention and use of the seismograph – a machine that
measures the strength of an earthquake.
• Can you find a picture of one?
• Draw a diagram and label it to show how it works.

Maths – multiplication and division facts

French – make this ‘All about me’ cube

Science – Electricity

PDW – Dogs don’t do ballet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHgPQfkB6Tc

Look at this picture, what do you see?

The picture shows Noah. Noah is a "Frozen" super-fan and loves to dress up as Elsa. Noah’s mum tried to
book the “princess for a day” experience at Disney for her son, but she was told he would not be allowed to
take part because he was a boy. He was offered a cuddly toy instead.
Noah's mum sent a letter to Disney asking, "What terrible, awful fate may befall her son if he wears a dress?”
She said, "If a little girl wants to be a superhero, she can be. If she wants to be a Jedi, she can be. She can
be whatever she wants."

What do you think Disney did in response?
Disney apologised to the family and changed the rules. They said the experience was now open to all
children aged 3 to 12, not just girls.
The wording on the Disneyland Paris website which used to read,
"Grant every little girls wishes with a Princes experience."
The website now reads,
"Grant every child's wishes with a Princess experience."
Here is the original article from The Guardian in 2017

https://www.theguardian.com/film/2017/aug/30/disneyland-apologises-for-banning-boyfromprincess-experience#img-1

Think about the picture and story above and answer these questions:
1. Why did Noah's Mum feel so angry?

2. Why did Disney apologise? Why didn't Disney just say, “It’s only for girls, you can’t join in.”

3. What does this show about Disney and about the world today?

4. What is the name of the law in the UK today that says that you should not face discrimination
because of your gender? Clue: It was made in 2010. Who else does the law protect?

5. Why is this story about No Outsiders?

Spellings

